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Abstract
Pain significantly impacts people facing injury or illness, yet patients frequently report
ineffective management of their pain (Halm, 2015). Prescriptive use of pain medications has
reached epidemic proportions as health care providers attempt to deal with both acute and
chronic pain issues (Thompson, Wilson, James, Symbal & Izumi, 2013). Conversely, growing
interest in alternative or complementary therapies has led to renewed interest in the roles these
may play. As the most popular of these therapies, massage has shown promise in helping patients
deal with pain and comfort issues.
Methodology: An extensive literature search was conducted to provide further evidence
of massage as a partner in providing improved comfort to patients. Kolcaba’s Theory of Comfort
(Kolcaba, 1994; Kolcaba, 2001; Kolcaba & Kolcaba, 1991) was used as a basis for this research
and the development of an educational module.
Results: The results of the literature review provided the data to be used for the education
of nursing students and practicing nurses. The results found significant evidence of
improvement in comfort related to pain, anxiety, tension, and sleep disturbance, along with rare
occurrence of negative effects. The aspect of pain that seems most affected by massage is one
that is not well-addressed through the use of narcotic pain medications.
Implications: The evidence does support the rationale for reintegrating massage back into
nursing practice, as the intervention works best if individualized to the patient needs. When a
massage therapist is not available, it is the nurse who is most likely to be present.
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Introduction
Since the time of Florence Nightingale, nurses have been trained to give massages to
their patients as a basic nursing skill (Westman & Blaisdell, 2016). This was done to address
what was seen as a basic need of the patient: comfort. However, advances in science and
technology resulted in a shift from the comfort measures provided by massage and other nursing
treatments, to greater dependence upon pain medications in the 20th century (Ruffin, 2011).
This led to minimalizing of comfort aspects that were not seen as directly related to the relief of
pain (Peterson & Bredow, 2009, p. 256). More recently, however, the Institute of Medicine
report, Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health (2011), advocated for nurses to
help lead the way in bringing more quality to practice environments (Thompson et al., 2013). As
a result, traditional modalities may be welcomed back into this new health care environment if
their effectiveness can be substantiated.
The issue of pain control is significant for many people. Associated areas of discomfort
are also a problem, including anxiety, tension, and sleep disturbance. Some individuals live with
varying degrees of chronic discomfort, while others experience acute pain symptoms as a result
of trauma (including surgical procedures) or from organic sources caused by a disease state.
Generally, a key modality in the control of pain has been the use of opioid medications.
However, there is currently a significant problem with the growth of prescriptive pain medication
use and how the health care providers of today are dealing with the issues revolving around pain
(Buckenmaier et al., 2016).
While the opioid crisis has been developing, there has also been growing interest in more
holistic approaches to health maintenance on the part of the public (Lindgren, Jacobsson &
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Lamas, 2014), as many people have become reluctant to finding solutions to their health
problems by taking another pill. Labrique-Walsusis, Keister and Russell (2010) noted that
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) grew in popularity during the last few decades
of the 20th century- with 36% of the U.S. population estimated to use some form of these
therapies. Among the myriad of CAM treatments, massage has become one that is popular and
preferred by many (Liu et al., 2015). Massage can be defined as the manipulation of muscles and
soft tissue by the application of mechanical or manual force (Nerbass, Feltrim, Souza, Ykeda &
Lorenzi-Filho, 2010). The use of massage has been recorded for at least 4000 years and was a
part of many ancient civilizations (Moyer, Rounds & Hannum, 2004).
Purpose
Since many currently practicing nurses began their careers in the era of high-technology,
there may be a significant number who do not closely identify with the role of the nurse in the
provision of massage. Furthermore, caring for the comfort needs of the patient is often not the
focus of nurse education that is heavily focused on technical competence, so students often need
to learn how to use themselves as tools for comfort (Benner, Sutphen, Leonard & Day, 2010, pp.
180-181). Consequently, while nurses can recognize that when a patient is cold, he or she may
need a blanket, they may equate the treatment of pain or discomfort with giving pills and may
not appreciate the effectiveness of non-pharmacological comfort measures, such as massage.
Therefore, the purpose of this project was to develop an evidence-based educational seminar in
order to encourage nurses to integrate massage and other comfort measures back into their
practice. The goals of the seminar are to illuminate the concept of patient comfort in general, to
specifically provide current evidence as to the efficacy of massage to comfort patients, and to
support the rationale for integrating this technique back into nursing practice.
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It is hoped that nursing programs that do not currently provide at least basic instruction
on massage may be moved to do so soon. Providing an organized presentation of the
background data from studies involving massage may supply some impetus for this movement.
Through feedback from current students, alumni, and faculty members, programs of nursing may
well choose to change their curriculum so as to address massage as a promising part in the
promotion of patient comfort.
Significance
Pain and discomfort are phenomena that most people can relate to. However, there is a
lack of understanding on the part of both health care professionals and patients of how
discomfort and pain are manifested (Buckenmaier et al., 2016). The National Pain Strategy
(recently released by the Department of Health and Human Services) includes recommendations
for “a system of patient-centered integrated pain management practices based on a
biopsychosocial model of care” (IPRCC, 2016 ¶4). This approach seemingly opens the door to a
re-emphasis on alternative or complementary approaches in promoting comfort for patients.
Underscoring traditional patient-centered comfort care is essential because these types of
interventions have become marginalized by high-technology health care.
Nurses have played a role in the promotion of comfort since the time of Florence
Nightingale, and many received instruction on the use of massage during training (Ruffin, 2011).
Massage gradually moved from the purview of nursing care to a role within physical medicine in
the mid-20th century (Ruffin, 2011). While some nursing programs still provide some degree of
training in massage, other schools only mention it as a form of alternative therapy (Ruffin, 2011).
The evidence does not provide a rationale for the techniques of basic massage not being re-
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introduced to the nursing curriculum as a complementary treatment to promote comfort. As
stated by Buckenmaier et al. (2016,):
“Massage therapy will not remove the need for medications in pain management and it
will not be an appropriate therapy for every pain patient, but it should be considered as a
routine complementary (not alternative) part of an individualized, multimodal, and
stepped care pain plan for pain management” (p.1212).
While the concept of comfort still has meaning for the bedside nurse, it has seemingly
become the norm to turn to medications as the primary intervention in which comfort is
addressed. The time constraints for the nurse at the bedside have become overwhelming to the
point where many previously common nursing interventions have assumed secondary status.
However, this can change with education and support from within the organization (Thompson et
al., 2013). The time seems ripe for a small step back from our reliance on high-tech and return to
the nursing foundation of high-touch.
Theoretical Framework
The Theory of Comfort has been developed by Katharine Kolcaba (1994; 2001). The
term comfort has been associated with nursing care since the time of Florence Nightingale as a
desired goal or outcome of the nursing care provided (Kolcaba & Kolcaba, 1991). A quote by the
founder of nursing illustrates the importance of comfort: “Observation is for …the sake of saving
life and increasing health and comfort” (Peterson & Bredow, 2009, p.255). While initially,
comfort for the patient (as a goal) for nursing care was on a seemingly equal plane with good
health, this changed when analgesics took center stage for pain control in the 1950’s (Peterson &
Bredow, 2009). Although nurses had greater autonomy to provide comfort interventions based
on nursing knowledge, these interventions were viewed as minor contributors to patient care,
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especially with the narcotic boom beginning in the 1980s (Peterson & Bredow, 2009). The
emphasis on comfort only became primary when the patient was considered “terminal” (Peterson
& Bredow, 2009). Currently, the topic of comfort has re-emerged in an environment that is
increasingly reliant on narcotics for pain control. While many may still equate comfort with pain,
there must be a distinction made through better education for healthcare providers, patients,
families, and the general public. Kolcaba's Theory of Comfort considers the multiple experiences
and contexts in which comfort is experienced beyond pain (Peterson & Bredow, 2009) and can
provide the framework for such a discussion.
Comfort is a much bigger concept than pain. Instead, it encompasses many components
that can explain a more complex situation (Kolcaba, 1994). For instance, emotional distress and
a lack of coping skills will likely enhance the discomfort felt by a patient who is experiencing
pain. Thus, improving these aspects will help the overall picture of patient comfort. Comfort
Theory asserts that unmet needs are to be identified by the nurse and appropriate interventions
are implemented (Kolcaba, 2001). Propositions of the theory include: (1) nurse identification of
unsupported comfort needs, (2) nurses design interventions, (3) intervening variables are
considered and reasonable goals agreed upon, (4) patients are encouraged to pursue health
seeking behaviors after comfort is attained, (5) nurses and their patients are more highly satisfied
with the health care when patients use health-seeking behaviors, and (6) health care institutions
benefit from patient satisfaction with their care (Kolcaba, 2001, p.90). Assumptions basic to
comfort theory are: (1) humans respond holistically to stimuli, (2) comfort is a desired outcome
and is relevant to nursing practice, and (3) humans try to satisfy their comfort needs when
possible (Kolcaba, 1994, p.90).
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Kolcaba & Kolcaba (1991) identified three distinct classes of comfort that emerged as
having relevance for nursing practice. These are the state of comfort, or ease (I am comfortable);
the sense of relief (I feel comforted); and the feeling of renewal or transcendence (I am
comforted) (Kolcaba, 2001). All three aspects should be considered by the nurse when
developing objectives and interventions. Another dimension of comfort relates to context areas,
i.e. physical, psycho-spiritual, social, or environmental (Kolcaba, 1994). For instance, the patient
may report an entirely different comfort level when family and friends are present as compared
to when they are alone. This illustrates a social (and perhaps psycho-spiritual) dimension related
to comfort. Combining the classes of comfort with the context areas of comfort provided a
taxonomic structure from which to work (Kolcaba, 2001).
As a theory, Comfort Theory has a fairly broad scope and exhibits some significant
complexity as it encompasses multiple aspects. Thus, a theory of pain and a theory of anxiety are
present within comfort theory, and associations can be made between them (Kolcaba, 1994).
Providers often recognize that adding an anti-anxiety medication to a case where pain is a
continuing problem can provide real benefit. The theory can also be applied to practice- with
terminology that has meaning for the nursing profession (Kolcaba, 1994). Additionally, the
theory can provide relevance and direction for nursing research (Kolcaba, 1994) moving
forward.
This theory provided an organizing framework for the analysis of the evidence identified
in the literature review. Moreover, it was used as the theoretic foundation of the educational
program. This foundation included the assumption that the patient presents as a holistic being
with an interconnectedness between the mind and the body (Kolcaba, 1994). For the nurse, the
patient must be treated with regard for the different facets of their being:
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“The theory of comfort assessment, and therefore the usefulness of nursing interventions,
is based on the assessment of the behavior and physical condition of the patient, the
patient’s environment both physical and social, and the testimony of the patient or others”
(Kolcaba & Kolcaba, 1991, p. 1307)
Dealing with comfort involves recognition of discomfort, intervening in appropriate and
ongoing ways in order to achieve an acceptable comfort state, and assisting patients to learn how
to maintain adequate comfort moving forward (Kolcaba & Kolcaba, 1991). The three aspects of
ease, relief, and transcendence are important constructs to understand and served as the basis for
the educational program on the provision of massage for the treatment of discomfort.
Additionally, the education will also touch on the context in which comfort occurs. These
include physical, psycho-spiritual, social, and environmental- all facets of the experience of
being human (Kolcaba, 2001). These four areas emerged as a result of research by and feedback
for Kolcaba on the holistic experience of comfort (Peterson & Bredow, 2009, p. 257). Physical
comfort related to bodily function and sensations; psycho-spiritual comfort related to internal
awareness and meaning- including the relationship with a higher power; social comfort related to
other relationships with family and society; and environmental discomfort related to the outside
influences that affect human experience- such as temperature, noise, and light (Peterson &
Bredow, 2009).
Process
A search was conducted online via the CINAHL database through the Harley French
Library at the University of North Dakota. Search terms included “backrub”, “massage”, “pain”,
“comfort”, and “benefits”. The search was limited to include peer reviewed sources, English
language, free availability, and initially, articles published within the past ten years. The initial
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articles were reviewed for applicability for the current review subject. Additional sources were
found upon review of the article reference lists obtained during the initial search.
The target audience for this evidence-based educational offering are nurses or nursing
students who care for and comfort patients as part of their nursing practice. The project involved
creation of an evidence-based educational program suitable for practicing nurses or nursing
students. The goal is to provide rationale for the use of massage in nursing practice, researchbased evidence on the effectiveness of massage as an adjuvant for pain control, and
how/why/when this comfort strategy should be utilized by the practicing nurse.
Implementation
An educational poster was presented at a mid-western nursing conference that focuses on
nursing education. A power point presentation was developed using the evidence provided in the
literature search. This will be presented to a groups of nursing students and practicing nurses to
promote the intervention of massage in appropriate patient populations.
Evaluation
Prior to implementation, the content was reviewed by a student enrolled in a program for
holistic nursing practice and a university of nursing faculty member. Feedback will be received
verbally from attendees at the nursing conference as the primary evaluation. The presentation
will be evaluated post-seminar via a short Likert scale questionnaire with opportunity for written
comments as well.
Review of Literature
This literature review was conducted by the previously described method. The Levels of
Evidence method developed by Melnyk & Fineout-Overholt (2011) was used to critically
analyze the evidence identified in the search of the literature. The majority of evidence was
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found to be at Level 2 in applying the Melnyk pyramid of evidence (see Table 1). The review
looked at the literature that studied various populations and aspects of massage related to its
application as a comfort intervention, such as its therapeutic effects, differences in how massage
is applied, and potential for complications.
Table 1
Level of Evidence
I

Research design
Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs

No. of each
2

II

One or more randomized controlled trials

15

III

Non-randomized, quasi-experimental study

4

IV

Case control study or Cohort study

0

V

Systematic review of descriptive & qualitative
studies
Descriptive study or Qualitative study
Expert opinion

2

VI
VII

0
1

Physiologic Effects of Massage
While many gaps remain, research indicates positive outcomes when involving massage
as an intervention for promoting comfort. There are likely multiple ways in which massage has
an effect on patient comfort, including: (a) biomechanical, (b) physiological, (c) neurological,
and (d) psychosocial (Weerapong, Hume & Kolt, 2005).
In a review of literature involving massage therapy by Liu et al. (2015), the authors
reviewed 59 studies that used various methods and concluded that the mechanical stress invoked
by using various massage techniques initiates the additive effect of the therapy. At the cellular
level, there is a complex system of sensors that will respond to the stress involved with the
stretching of the cellular surface. Cellular signaling is then carried out by a group of proteins
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called integrins. In turn, the stimulation of these integrins leads to activation of certain kinases,
which then trigger vital cellular processes such as protein synthesis, uptake of glucose, and the
recruitment of cells involved with the immune system (Liu et al, 2015). The method used for the
review and the types of studies reviewed, however, was not given. Therefore, the level of
evidence would ultimately be classed as expert opinion and at Level 5 using the Melnyk
classification system (Melnyk & Fineout-Overholt, 2011).
It has been long-believed that much of the therapeutic effect of massage is caused by
increased blood flow (Sefton, Yarar, Berry & Pascoe, 2010). A recent study by Portillo-Soto,
Eberman, Demchak & Peebles (2014) used 28 healthy volunteers in a single-blind prospective
study to look at mean skin temperature (as an indicator of relative blood flow) in legs that had
received either manual massage, a form of instrument mobilization of muscle, or no treatment at
all. Both forms of mechanical manipulation yielded significantly higher local temperatures than
the corresponding (control) leg- an effect that lasted up to 25-minutes post-intervention (PortilloSoto et al., 2014). This study was limited by the indirect measurement of blood flow as reflected
by changes in skin temperature. While the approach used in this study seems reasonable, the
study results would have been more fully substantiated using more direct measurement of blood
flow. The design of the study was strong, as comparisons were made using opposing legs of the
participants as controls and the study was conducted under very controlled conditions.
Another study, using a crossover experimental design, employed 17 healthy volunteers
and involved three separate sessions of massage therapy (MT) for each participant, at least one
week apart (Sefton et al., 2010). Of the three treatment conditions (control, light-touch therapy,
and standard massage), assessments using dynamic infrared thermotherapy (DIRT) revealed
significantly higher increases in skin temperature as a result of the massage intervention. The
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authors suggest that a 20-minute massage protocol can be effective for increasing the skin
temperature (which indicates increased peripheral blood perfusion) to areas that receive massage,
as well as the surrounding areas (Sefton et al., 2010). The study was limited by the relatively
small sample size (n=17), but it was strengthened by the large difference found in the results
between the groups and high statistical power as a result of the crossover design in the study.
Heat transfer may have occurred as another limitation (despite measures taken to reduce this) and
the use of DIRT as an indirect measurement of blood flow is limiting as well.
While massage appears to have a local effect on local blood flow, studies have also
indicated that a more wide-spread effect occurs affecting heart rate and blood pressure (Chen et
al., 2013; Kaye et al., 2008). A quasi-experimental design study was conducted by Chen et al.
(2013) of 64 patients diagnosed with NYHA Class II-IV heart failure. Measurements of heart
rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, and oxygen saturation were taken 30 minutes prior and 30
minutes after receiving back massage. The authors found that after three days of massage
treatment, significant decreases were found in both systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart
rate, and respiratory rate, along with improvement in oxygen saturation (Chen et al., 2013).
While findings support the integration of massage into routine care of this population, the study
has a number of limitations, including the lack of a control group, a risk of experimenter effect,
and the results are only valid among males with severe CHF.
Positive results on blood pressure after massage were also found by Kaye et al. (2008) in
a prospective study involving 263 volunteers who had preexisting muscle spasm or strain. The
study compared heart rate and blood pressures prior to and post- massage for all participants,
with the duration of the massage from 45 to 60 minutes. This study indicated significant
improvement in blood pressures, with systolic pressure decreasing by an average of 10.4 mmHg,
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diastolic pressure by 5.3 mmHg, and mean pressure by 7.0 mmHg. A significant reduction in
heart rate by 10.8 bpm was also significant (Kaye et al., 2008). A strength of the study was its
large sample size, but the lack of a control group (no randomization) and the potential influence
of pain and stress are limitations to the results.
Another potential physiological effect of massage is a reduction in stress hormones.
Moyer, Seefeldt, Mann & Jackley (2011) conducted a comprehensive review of 19 RCT studies
in the literature on massage therapy and performed rigorous meta-analysis of the effect of MT on
cortisol levels. The authors used multiple meta-analytic methods to calculate effect size between
groups and compared this with the approach previously taken by other reviewers. This study was
comprised of 704 subjects from the multiple studies included, of whom 359 were randomized to
a massage intervention condition. As a major stress hormone, it has been hypothesized that
massage can decrease the level of cortisol by increasing the secretion of corticotropin via the
hypothalamic-pituitary (HPA) axis (Harris & Richards, 2010). However, Moyer et al. (2011)
concluded that, in most cases, the effect of MT on cortisol is essentially indistinguishable. The
possible exception cited is in the pediatric population (Moyer et al., 2011). However, the results
involving children are not statistically significant as they are involved in very few studies.
Further research is warranted to make any conclusions regarding an effect on cortisol levels in
the young through the use of massage. The strength of the review is that randomization was used
in all nineteen RCT studies analyzed, but this relatively small sample size is limiting.
Stringer, Swindell & Dennis (2008) conducted a randomized- control study on 39
hematological oncology patients who were undergoing chemotherapy. These subjects were
randomized to three groups. The experimental groups were provided with either massage or
aromatherapy, and the control group was given a rest period of 20 minutes. Sequential blood
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draws post-therapy sessions showed significant decreases in cortisol levels for both the massage
and aromatherapy treatment groups (Stringer et al., 2008). Prolactin was used as a secondary
measure (as advised by a consulting endocrinologist) in the study by Stringer et al. (2008), but
only the massage therapy arm of the study showed significantly reduced levels of prolactin postintervention. Prolactin levels as a primary indicator can be problematic as they can be affected
by many factors (Stringer et al., 2008). Recruitment and exclusion was a significant limitation as
only 39 of the 225 who were initially assessed for eligibility were actually included in the
randomization. It was strengthened by its use of randomization, standardizing of treatment times
and number of sessions, use of the two experimental groups with a control group, and ensuring
isolation of the patient from potential confounders. Potential for bias as a result of not being
selected to the massage group is another limitation.
Massage for Cardio-Thoracic Surgical Patients
A wealth of studies has been conducted within the past 10 years on the use of massage
with cardio-thoracic surgical patients (Braun et al., 2012; Albert et al., 2009; Cutshall et al.,
2010; Bauer et al., 2010; Mitchinson et al., 2007; Piotrowski et al, 2003; Nerbass et al., 2010).
The resultant pain from these procedures comes from multiple sources, including the accessing
of the chest cavity and immobility. Post-operative pain that is not adequately managed can
evolve into a longer- term issue (Dion et al., 2011). Therefore, a primary goal for nurses dealing
with these patients post-operatively would likely be effective pain management and enhancement
of comfort through whatever realistic means are available.
Braun et al. (2012) used a prospective randomized study of 152 participants to determine
if massage can help reduce discomforts (pain, anxiety, tension) in heart surgery patients. Patients
were randomized to receive either massage (experimental group) or rest (control group) at two
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separate times post-surgery. Their findings indicated that massage significantly reduced pain
scores post-operatively from day 2 through day 6, along with accompanying improvements in
anxiety, relaxation, and muscular tension scores (Braun et al., 2012). The study was strengthened
by randomization, the large sample size (n=146), and the 99% response rate. Also, both
quantitative and qualitative data were collected. Blinding was not possible, which was a
limitation for the study. The treatment was also conducted by a massage therapist, which makes
application of results questionable when the massage is performed by a nurse who may not have
as extensive training.
In contrast, an earlier study by Albert et al. (2009) did not find any significant
differences in these categories of discomfort between groups in a randomized controlled study
involving heart surgery patients. The authors used 252 patients who were randomized for two
30-minute massage sessions, approximately 2 days apart, or to a control group receiving
standardized care. The discussion of the results did include many possible reasons for the
unexpected results, such as lack of prior patient knowledge or experience of the participants with
massage therapy and inflexibility of the protocol regarding patient positioning preferences
(Albert et al., 2009). There were also dosing and frequency issues involving the massage. These
provide significant limitations for this study. However, the study is strengthened by its use of
randomization and the use of massage in isolation as the intervention.
Individualization of massage therapy is found to be highly favorable to achieve optimal
results for the cardiothoracic surgery patient (Braun et al., 2012; Cutshall et al., 2010; Bauer et
al., 2010; Mitchinson et al.,2007). Cutshall et al. (2010) used a randomized control design to
study 58 patients who had undergone heart surgery. The experimental group was provided with
20-minute individualized massage sessions (that were preceded by a short assessment of the
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patient) successively from postoperative day 2 through day 5. The control group received usual
care, as well as 20 minutes of quiet time to match the massage period of the experimental group.
Their findings not only showed statistical significance in the improvement of pain, but also in
patient levels of perceived anxiety and tension when comparing their pre- and post- massage
reports (Cutshall et al., 2010). While the study was strengthened by randomization, limitations
included a relatively small sample size (n=58), reliance on patient report, and potential for
disappointment on the part of the control group. The study is also only applicable for
cardiovascular surgery patients.
Similar improvements were also found by Bauer et al. (2010) using a randomized control
study of 113 post cardiac surgical patients. These patients were assigned in a similar manner to
the Cutshall et al. (2010) study and is strengthened by randomization. However, the MT
intervention was only utilized on post-operative day 2 and day 4, with a corresponding increase
in pain observed in the intervention group on day 3. The authors concluded that this could
support deferring the initiation of MT to a later point in the hospitalization than day 2 (Bauer et
al., 2010). Masking of the participants was not possible and there was no prolonged follow up,
which limits the study. This study was also specific to those undergoing CV surgery.
Mitchinson et al. (2007) found evidence that would contradict a delay in initiating MT.
In a randomized control trial of 605 patients, this study showed statistically significant decreases
in pain for subjects in the intervention group for post-operative days 1 through 4. These patients
were randomized to one of two experimental groups or a control group that received only
standardized care. The experimental groups either received a 20-minute massage by a certified
therapist or a period of dedicated time for individualized care that did not include massage. The
authors also found that the short-term effects of massage for pain control were most significant
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on post-operative day 1 (Mitchinson et al., 2007). The study design added strength due to its
randomization and large sample size. One limitation of the study, however, was that the
participants were almost entirely male and elderly; this could have important implications in the
development of a protocol for the post-operative use of massage. Another limiting factor was the
large refusal rate, which provided a significant source of self-selection bias.
A prospective randomized trial of 202 patients who had undergone a major thoracic or
abdominal surgery was conducted by Piotrowski et al. (2003). The interventions included either
massage or focused attention for 10 minutes, twice daily. The control group received routine care
by the nursing staff. Data was analyzed involving pain scores as given by the patient, opioid
usage, and patient satisfaction at the end of the study. Pain unpleasantness was distinguished
from pain intensity in the results. The researchers concluded that the impact of massage was felt
most during the first 3 days after surgery. The authors also asserted that the primary effect of
massage was not on the sensory experience of pain, but rather on the affective aspect (i.e. pain
unpleasantness), not generally addressed by opioid use (Piotrowski et al., 2003). This study
provided support for the use of massage as an adjunct by the nurse for pain and discomfort. The
strengths of the study were the use of randomization along with a large sample size, but may
have been limited by the timing of the intervention with potential for bias present if the
availability of the intervention did not correspond with the desired time for the patients.
Another aspect of the complexity involved with pain and comfort is the effect on sleep.
Nerbass et al. (2010) conducted a randomized control study that looked at pain, stress, anxiety,
and sleep in 40 post-operative coronary artery bypass patients. Randomization occurred postdischarge from the intensive care unit (ICU) into either a control group that sat for a determined
period in a comfortable chair for three nights or the intervention group who had massage while in
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the chair. The time spent in the chair was not given. While the results indicated an improvement
in “comfort level” in the massage group, recovery from fatigue was shown to be significantly
faster on the first two days out of the ICU and “sleep effectiveness” was significantly improved
during the study period (Nerbass et al.,2010). While the study has strength through
randomization and similarity of characteristics between the two groups, the sample size was a
limiting factor. Other limitations were the self-reported subjective methods that were utilized and
the investigators did not account for the relatively high prevalence of abnormal breathing with
sleep found in cardiovascular patients. Perhaps the largest limitation of the study, was that
patients were excluded if the ICU stay was over 5 days (Nerbass et al., 2010). It is difficult to
correlate the results of this study with those that discuss results in terms of “post-operative days”
(versus post-ICU days in the Nerbass et al. (2010) study).
Massage as Adjunct Pain Control
Massage was studied in many other patient populations as an adjunct for pain control,
including: (1) invasive cardiovascular procedures (Wentworth et al., 2009); (2) post-colorectal
surgery (Dreyer et al.,2015); (3) post- mastectomy (Dracklely et al.,2012); (4) for low back pain
(Field, Hernadez-Reif, Diego & Fraser,2007): (5) and for multiple aspects of cancer care
(Mehling et al.,2007; Myers, Walton & Small, 2008; Falkensteiner, Mantovan, Muller & Them,
2011; Russell, Sumler, Beinhorn & Frenkel, 2008). As the effects of massage are likely to be
diverse, the particular benefits of massage may impact these sub-groups of patients in somewhat
different ways.
In a randomized control trial involving 127 colorectal surgery patients, Dreyer et al.
(2015) focused on assessment of the patients prior to each therapy and individualization of
patient needs during treatment. The interventional group received a short assessment by the
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certified therapist, followed by a 20-minute massage and 20 minutes of quiet time. The control
group members were engaged in conversation for 20 minutes, followed by 20 minutes of quiet
time. While opioid use between the intervention and the control groups was not significant, the
intervention group did report significant improvement in perceived pain (Dreyer et al., 2015).
The study was strengthened by the randomization and the sample size provided for good power.
Limitations included interruptions to the intervention from various appointments/therapies, the
patients were unable to be masked to the treatment, not all eligible patients could be enrolled
each day due to the limited availability on the part of the therapist, and the study was specific for
colorectal surgical patients.
Individualization was also used in a prospective, non-randomized clinical study involving
64 post-mastectomy patients (Drackley et al., 2012). Each patient was offered massage by a MT
on the first post-operative day, with individualization of treatment for each subject. The patient
was assessed prior to the intervention and immediately after using the same visual analog scale.
While significant improvements were realized in pain, tension, and anxiety, the nursing staff also
found no disruption in patient care. The authors concluded that massage therapy might be
considered by nursing staff as a potentially valuable ally for non-pharmacologic pain
management and an option to improve the patient experience (Drackley et al., 2012). However,
this study had multiple limitations, including (a) fairly small sample size, (b) lack of
randomization, (c) bias through use of a brochure presented prior to participation that outlined
potential benefits, (d) difficulties with generalizability, and (e) potential for bias of the therapist
in the data collection.
Non-surgical cardiovascular patients may also benefit from massage. Wentworth et al.
(2009) conducted an RCT involving 130 patients (n= 65 intervention group, n=65 control group)
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undergoing invasive CV procedures, such as coronary angiogram, cardiovascular stenting, and
pacemaker implantation in which RNs provided the massage intervention. On the day of their
procedure, eligible subjects were approached about participation in the study. Once consent was
obtained, the patients were randomized via a computerized randomization schedule. The
massage group was provided with individualized therapy after a short assessment by the RN.
The control group received standard care with a time for relaxation given prior to their
procedure. The massage group showed evidence of significant decreases in pain, tension, and
anxiety when compared with the control group. The study is limited by non-blinding of
participants, but strengthened with good sample size and power, as well as randomization.
Massage has also been used for treating discomfort involving the lower back. Field et al.
(2007) randomized a sample of 30 women who had experienced low back pain >6 months into
an interventional group that received massage sessions and a control group that was trained to
use progressive muscle relaxation. The interventions were conducted twice weekly for five
weeks. Assessments were made before and after the first and last sessions. The findings
indicated an improvement in patient anxiety and mood in the massage group after the first and
last sessions when compared to the control group. The massage group also showed a relative
decrease in pain for the first, second, and final sessions in comparison with the control (muscle
relaxation) group. Also of note was a significant decrease in sleep disturbance throughout the
study in the massage group. The study had a power of about 70% with a relatively small sample
size (N=30). Another limitation was that it could not be ensured that the actual performance of
the relaxation techniques was consistent within the control group.
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Massage for Patients Experiencing Cancer
The application of massage for cancer care was studied by Mehling et al. (2007). The
investigators conducted a random control trial of 138 post-operative cancer subjects using a 2:1
randomization scheme. The massage and acupuncture intervention (n=93) was supplied on postoperative days 1 and 2 by trained massage therapists and acupuncturists versus a control group
(n=45) who received usual care. The primary finding was that the massage/acupuncture group
experienced significantly less pain and depressed mood than that of the control group. While the
intervention group used less sleep and anxiety medications, the cost of health care was not
significantly different between the two groups. The study was strengthened by randomization.
However, a number of limitations were present, including variations in the intervention regarding
timing, sequence, and duration; the use of two complementary therapies makes application to
massage alone difficult; patient expectations were not considered; and a “floor effect” caused by
excellent post-op pain management may have affected the results.
Myers et al. (2008) conducted a systematic review of the literature to determine the value
of massage in caring for cancer patients. The authors located 24 studies (of which 13 were
randomized and 11 were not) where subjects reported on at least one symptom before and after
treatment with massage. The collective results suggested a benefit in the control of anxiety and
pain when massage is used on this patient population. However, the authors noted that there was
generally no rationale given for the number of massages given or the length of individual
sessions within the studies. They also pointed out that appropriate control groups in the studies
were hard to define. This review is limited by the lack of randomization in some of the analyzed
studies, as these included 4 observational uncontrolled studies and 2 studies where subjects
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served as their own controls, and 5 others of other uncontrolled designs. Therefore, the Myers et
al. (2008) review is at Level 5 of the Melnyk pyramid of evidence.
Russell et al. (2008) also conducted a review of studies involving cancer patients and
massage, but included only RCTs. This comprised the highest level of evidence in the current
review of literature- Level 1 on the Melnyk pyramid. The authors looked at 14 studies and found
that the use of massage in treating these patients “has the potential to address the critical need of
patients with cancer for human-to-human touch in the healing process” (Russell et al., 2008, p.
213). However, the authors did see multiple limitations potentially affecting the results within
the studies and suggested that further research with larger sample sizes was needed.
A more recent systematic review and analysis of the literature involved massage for
oncology patients in palliative care (Falkensteiner et al., 2011). The authors tabulated the results
of six separate studies involving 1,558 total patients, with randomization supporting three of the
studies. Thus, this review is less compelling than the Russell et al. (2008) study, but is still at
Level 2 of the Melnyk pyramid. The findings were significant for pain reduction in four of the
studies, with evidence of reduced pain up to 18-hours post-intervention. In general, anxiety
perception was found to be less in the massage patients when compared to controls. None of the
six studies found a negative effect of massage in this population. The review is limited to the
oncological palliative care population.
Potential Negative Side-Effects of Massage
While the benefits of massage appeared to be promising in the previous studies, the
drawbacks seemed to be minimal, but can be significant to the patients treated with this
modality. A cross-sectional study of 91 massage therapy client subjects was conducted by
Cambron, Dexheimer, Coe & Swenson (2007). These subjects had their usual massage session
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with a student massage therapist as scheduled, but a follow up phone call was made by a research
assistant 2-3 days after the session to elicit any positive or negative side effects that were
experienced. The study found that only 10% of the participants had minor discomfort after their
session, while 23% experienced positive side effects that were not musculoskeletal in nature.
None of the effects was considered major (Cambron et al. 2007). However, cross-sectional
studies have limitations built within them; these include selection bias, as a convenience sample
was used. The sample size was quite small, the focus was on only a single treatment session, and
student interns provided the intervention.
On the other hand, a recent systematic review of four electronic databases covering a
period of 10+ years found 18 reports of adverse events following massage (Posadzki & Ernst,
2013). These negative results were wide-ranging and included carotid and vertebral artery
dissection, pulmonary embolism, nerve palsies, rhabdomyolysis, cervical lymphocele,
chylothorax, hematuria, bladder rupture myopathy, severe headache, paresthesia, blurred vision,
cervical cord injury, and focal seizures (Posadzki & Ernst, 2013). The authors concluded that
serious adverse events that may occasionally occur were most commonly related to massage
techniques involving the neck area (Posadzki & Ernst, 2013). The recovery time for adverse
events found by Posadzki & Ernst (2013) averaged 107.5 days. The incidence rate could not be
adequately determined and the quality of the reports was often low, providing limitations for the
study. However, the long timeframe for inclusion was certainly a strength.
Summary of the Literature Review
The current literature review included 24 individual studies and reviews that provided
varied levels of strength to support the use of massage for discomfort in select patient
populations (Table 1). The strength of the evidence in the individual studies was very strong
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with all 18 studies at Levels 2 and 3. The reviews were more varied in strength, but half of the
reviews used were at Levels 1 or 2. This indicates strong overall evidence level found within
this current review of the literature. The lowest level evidence used was the Liu et al. (2015)
review, as it was expert opinion on some of the physiological effects of massage based on a
review of various levels of evidence they located and used, but did not evaluate in their work.
To provide some information on the potential for negative effects after massage, the use of a
Level 5 evidence source (Posadzki & Ernst, 2013) was felt to be necessary.
Twelve of the studies found significantly positive outcomes for the use of massage to
address pain and discomfort. However, only three involved the use of nurses in delivering the
massage intervention to promote comfort in patients, as most studies utilized certified massage
therapists. While the generalizability of the results for nurse administered massage may be
considered suspect, the two studies that did use nurses for the massage intervention and did not
focus on hormone levels (Piotrowski et al., 2003; Wentworth et al., 2009) did find significantly
positive effects on pain, anxiety, and sleep.
Discussion
The purpose of this project was to provide current evidence as to the efficacy of massage
to comfort patients, and to support the rationale for integrating this technique back into nursing
practice through a comprehensive literature review. The literature review found relatively strong
evidence of the physiologic effects of massage on the human body as adjunct for pain control in
patients experiencing various types of surgery, cancer and back pain. More specifically, the
efficacy of massage to treat discomfort for patients experiencing cardio-thoracic surgery was
strongly present. The review of literature also revealed potential negative effects of massage,
ranging from minor pain to carotid dissection or embolism.
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Unfortunately, the literature disclosed a scarcity of evidence that related specifically to
nurse administered massage as a therapeutic intervention. This may be because massage has
been more recently within the realm of physical medicine or used as complimentary therapy
provided by certified massage therapists. Nurses who have entered practice within the past few
decades may very well have had little or no training in massage. Therefore, they may feel
unprepared for regularly offering massage to their patients and unsure as to what role this
therapy could or should play in their routine care.
Application of Comfort Theory
The evidence identified in this literature review was analyzed and organized through the
framework provided by the Theory of Comfort (Kolcaba, 1994) in order to create the foundation
for an educational module. Comfort Theory recognizes that when a situation occurs that causes a
negative effect, there are needs to be identified on the part of the nurse. This may be the result of
a surgical procedure or a disease state that causes disruption of normal body function and
sensation. An imbalance occurs when obstructing forces overcome the available positive forces.
For a post-surgical patient, this might mean that discomfort remains despite routine care that may
include repositioning and the administration of pain medications. Once the need for massage as
an adjunct for comfort is identified, the therapy can be targeted by additional assessment prior to
giving the intervention. A risk/benefit analysis should be included in this as well.
Once the therapy is initiated, the patient can provide immediate and subsequent feedback
as to how effective the intervention is or was. Increased comfort indicates that negative tensions
have lessened and positive forces have had an effect. A desired trend for positive, health-seeking
behavior may be realized. Therefore, the patient is more likely to be accepting of massage as a
therapeutic modality in the future if a positive effect is personally experienced.
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Interpretation Using Comfort Theory
Since the desire is to provide for positive tension to counter the negative tensions
involved, one must understand what is likely to happen as a result of massage. While the exact
effects of massage are difficult to pinpoint, it is apparent that these effects do occur and in a
significant manner. The Chen et al. (2013) study, for instance, found significant effects on blood
pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, and oxygen saturation in the heart failure population after
just three days of massage treatments. This is a significant finding that could be strengthened by
further study using daily “at home” massage as a treatment modality for these patients.
Variance of the positive effect may be seen in different patient populations, as the
negative forces are likely to differ as well. A patient population that has been studied frequently
is that of cardiothoracic surgical patients. For this group, many aspects of comfort come into
play, such as a pain, tension, depression, anxiety, and sleep. While multiple studies seemed to
support a significantly positive effect on one or more of these comfort aspects, the Albert et al.
(2009) study was the exception that found no significant effects; yet that particular study had a
number of significant limitations. Therefore, massage would seem to have a place in the
treatment of this group, and others as discussed previously.
Individualization of Comfort Interventions
The balance between the positive and negative tensions will also vary quite a bit from
person-to-person as we are all unique, holistic beings. A key in the provision of massage as a
comfort measure is individualization. In general, the studies that followed a strict protocol in the
way the massage was provided (Albert et al., 2009) showed a less significant effect than those
that took a "patient preferences " approach (Cutshall et al., 2010). This individualization would
include patient positioning during the massage, focus area of the intervention, use of additional
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CAMS, etc. The short assessment period utilized by Cutshall et al., (2010) and other studies
aligns well with the assessment phase of the nursing process.
Another aspect of this individualization of needs would involve the initiation of therapy
in the post-operative patient. For many patients, it may be most reasonable to start massage
therapy once the patient has been extubated and when most invasive lines have been removeduntil perhaps post-operative Day 3 (Bauer et al.,2010). For other patients (particularly males),
however, initiating therapy on post-operative Day 1 or Day 2 may be feasible (Mitchinson et al.,
2007). However, the evidence is significant that the effect of massage on pain unpleasantness
(i.e., the aspect of pain that seems less affected by opioid therapy) is greatest within the three-day
period after surgery (Piotrowski, 2003). Therefore, unless contraindicated, the initiation of
massage therapy would be best accomplished as soon as possible.
While massage may prove of little use in some patient populations due to the differing
balance of positive and negative forces present, many types of patients have been found to
benefit by using it as a complementary therapy, including procedural patients, chronic pain
patients, and patients with cancer. Further research is needed to determine which specific
patients will benefit the most and those patient populations with more significant risks. However,
most patients could be offered the therapy within the time constraints of the caregiver unless
contraindications exist, such as a neck injury or known carotid arterial disease (Posadzki &
Ernst, 2013).
Within the holistic concept of patient care, the effect of human touch as a therapeutic
modality and a positive tension is something that is important as well (Russell et. al. 2008). It is
difficult to quantify, but the Healing Touch Comfort Questionnaire was developed for this
purpose (Peterson & Bredow, 2009). While more research is needed on the use of this tool, there
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has been an indication for a curvilinear relationship between the number of therapeutic touch
treatments and level of comfort, with at least initial positive effects seen in comfort with
increasing number of touch treatments (Peterson & Bredow, 2009). This is yet another potential
positive factor to consider for a massage intervention
Feasibility of Nurse-Administered Massage
In most cases, it seems likely that massage has at least potential as a positive force that
can help offset the presence of negative tension. The question then becomes: how feasible is it
for the bedside nurse to actually deliver massage? Certainly, if certified therapists are readily
available they could deliver the therapy. Indeed, most of the studies that were analyzed used
MTs for implementing the massages. As found through this literature review, however, there is
an indication that provision of massage by nursing staff can have positive effect as well. An
exploratory descriptive pilot by Thompson et al. (2013) that was not a part of the current review,
tested the feasibility of nurse-delivered massage therapy as an intervention for pain. This limited
qualitative study (N=22) did indicate that patients generally experienced reduced pain scores,
patient comments were positive, and nurse provider reflections post- massage were very positive
as well.
Since many nurses already struggle to provide care within a limited time-frame in an
environment of increased acuity (Thompson et al., 2013), support and education are crucial in
promoting the re-integration of massage as a nursing comfort intervention (Thompson et al.,
2013; Westman & Blaisdell, 2016). Use of professional judgement in the prioritization of time
and the ability to delegate non-nursing tasks to support staff are also important considerations.
However, if the best interests of the patients are to be held first and foremost, it would seem that
a reassessment of how the nurse is using her time is warranted (Thompson et al., 2013).
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Summary of discussion.
If we accept the evidence that massage can be an effective and feasible option for nurses
to consider, it should be applied within the framework of Comfort Theory. Propositions of the
theory include: (1) nurse identification of unsupported comfort needs, (2) nurses design
interventions, (3) intervening variables are considered and reasonable goals agreed upon, (4)
patients are encouraged to pursue health seeking behaviors after comfort is attained, and (6)
health care institutions benefit from patient satisfaction with their care (Kolcaba, 2001, p.90).
Once a condition of altered comfort is recognized, the nurse should consider multiple
interventions available to her. While this may likely include the use of pain medications,
complimentary treatments should also be considered. This could include the potential for
incorporating massage as a comfort intervention within the plan of care if variables are present
that have indications for its use. The patient would be instructed on how massage is being used
for their particular diagnosis and mutual goals can be formulated. As a result of massage being
used and if it proves effective, patients and families will be more likely to be receptive to its
continued use for maintenance of an improved comfort state (transcendence) (Kolcaba, 2001).
Finally, the health care institution should derive benefit from this intervention as a result of
higher patient satisfaction with the care received and potentially less admissions related to
unacceptable comfort in these patients.
Outcome/Dissemination
The first step in a plan to emphasize the importance of message as an important tool for
comfort care was to create awareness within students of nursing and practicing nurses. This
project utilized the available evidence to bring about the aforementioned awareness by
disseminating the educational recommendations at a nursing conference using a poster
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presentation (Appendix B). Using feedback from the poster presentation and the original review
of the literature, a module for learning about the potential benefits of massage as a comfort
modality was developed for use with nursing students and practicing nurses as well (Appendix
C). This module consists of a Power Point presentation with a focus on how massage as an
intervention fits within the concept of Comfort Theory and provides evidence for the reintegration of massage back into routine nursing care. Implications for nursing practice,
education, and research are also covered.
Implications for Nursing
Nursing is known as a traditionally nurturing profession. The inclusion of massage as a
hands-on therapy will enhance this aspect of the nurse’s care. The bond between the caregiver
and the patient will be even greater when nurses are allowed to resume this complimentary
therapy on a regular basis.
It is hoped that nursing programs will be required to address massage and other
complimentary therapies within the curriculum. Learning how to provide massage through the
nursing process is certainly of value, as the individualization of the intervention seems to be
particularly important. The reasons for reviving the use of massage as a therapeutic nursing
intervention are the same today as in the early days of nursing: 1) promotion of the nurse-patient
relationship through human touch, 2) massage is still discussed in nursing texts as a viable
therapy for pain and comfort, 3) massage has many benefits and few negative outcomes, and 4)
the essential balance involved in nursing care: high-touch therapy within a high-tech
environment (Westman & Blaisdell, 2016).
There are likely to be changes in public policy that will directly impact the availability
and provision of some complimentary therapies. The pervasive problem with pain and pain
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control through use and abuse of opioids, as well as how that is affecting society, will be a driver
for these changes. Nurses must provide a unified voice in leading these changes in the right
direction- one that is in the best interests of their patients.
Certainly, more research is needed. Once massage is being used more frequently as a
nursing intervention, research can be conducted on the effects of nurse-provided massage in the
context of the health care system. There is also work yet to be done on proper protocols for the
implementation of massage. Evidence for the best protocols should be developed for each
patient population where massage is used.
Conclusions
A major problem in today’s health care system is that patients in many areas of practice
are reporting inadequate control of their discomforts. While we have shifted to an emphasis on
reliance on pain medications for the control of pain and discomfort, other treatment modalities
have become marginalized. Massage was very common nursing intervention and a part of usual
care in the mid-20th century, but it was essentially co-opted by physical medicine and specialty
practitioners (Ruffin, 2011). Meanwhile, the bedtime back massage became largely a thing of
the past as nurses, whose time became monopolized by high-technology, embraced the use of
analgesics as the primary intervention for comfort.
This education is intended to bring forth the research on massage conducted in the past
10-15 years. It is appropriately placed within the context of Kolcaba’s Theory of Comfort.
While there are gaps in the research, it is apparent, based on the strength of evidence, that
massage does have a place as an adjunct therapy for promoting comfort. Therefore, education is
essential in providing instruction on the importance of this modality. Nurses can successfully
resume their role as regular practitioners of massage. If given the encouragement and support of
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health care employers, a re-shifting of priorities is possible. Institutions that employ nurses could
realize a benefit as a result of better overall patient satisfaction once discomfort is dealt with
more holistically.
Part of the support, however, must come from nursing educators as well. Schools of
nursing should once again provide hands-on instruction on the provision of basic massage
techniques if they are not already doing so. Presentation of the poster (Appendix B), which
displays the evidence of positive patient outcomes related to massage and an overview of the
educational module (Appendix C) emerging from this project, served to create awareness among
nurse educators at an academic conference. Continuing staff nurse education, such as the
aforementioned module, should also be made available to those who are already in practice.
Once the nurses of today are better informed and supported adequately, the public will be able to
judge for itself what a valuable intervention massage can be.
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APPENDIX A:
Authors/Publication
year
Bauer Cutshall,
Wentworth, Engen,
Messner, Wood …
Sundt (2010)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Study the
effectiveness and
feasibility of using
MT in the post-op CV
population

Random
control
trail (RCT)

N=113
Massage
= 62
Control
=51

Data Collection and
Measurement
Block randomization
295 pts. Approached,
but 88 did not meet
inclusion criteria, 43
refused to participate)
51 additional subjects
lost during allocation
and follow up.
Massage given by a
certified MT
20 min on POD2 and
POD4
Controls given 20 min
relaxation sessions
instead of massage
Visual analog scales
used for pain, anxiety,
tension, relaxation and
general satisfaction

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

The POD2 massage
increased POD3 pain
levels between the
groups.

Pt.
preference
used for
positioning
& the focus
of the
therapy

Prolonged
follow up not
done,
therefore, longterm effects
unknown

The POD4 massage
resulted in less pain
than in the control
group.
No corresponding
decrease in use of
narcotic meds was
seen.
Significant reductions
in anxiety and tension
post- massage were
seen as compared
with the control
group.
Optimal time for MT
seems “most likely”
on POD2

Wellpowered
with min.
sample of 50
Pts. needed
for 80%
power
Time of tx
was
controlled

Inability to
mask subjects
Specific to CV
surgical pts

Level of
Evidence
Level 2
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Authors/Publication
year
Braun, Stanguts,
Casanelia,Spitzer,
Paul, Vardaxis &
Rosenfeldt (2012)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Determine if
massage
decreases
anxiety; pain;
and tension,
and improves
relaxation.

Prospective
random
control study

N=146
75=received
MT,
71=received
equivalent
period of
“rest time”

Data Collection
and Measurement
Visual analog
scales for pain,
anxiety, tension,
relaxation and
satisfaction.
Trained MT’s
utilized.
20 min massages
provided at two
points postsurgery (POD3/4 &
POD5/6)

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Pain, anxiety and
muscle tension were
reduced at both postop points in the
massage group when
compared to the
controls.

98% response rate

Contributing
effect of
interpersonal
attention was
not accounted
for.

Relaxation was also
improved with
massage when
compared to the
control groups for
each of the two postop periods.
Patient satisfaction
increased significantly
after massage
compared to the
controls for the POD
3/4 period.

Well- powered.
Pt. preferences
used along with
similar
technique(s)
Pt. and therapist
discussion, and
feedback used (in
line with ptcentered care).
Use of
randomization use
of both
quantitative and
qualitative
methods of data
collection

Unable to blind
pts to
the treatment
Acceptable
“control”
intervention
questioned

Level of
Evidence
Level 2
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Authors
/Publication
year
Cambron,
Dexheimer,
Coe &
Swenson
(2007)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Level of
Evidence

Determine
amount and
type of side
effects postmassage

Cross -sectional (Quasiexperimental)

N=91

Phone survey and
chart review 2-7 days
after massage
treatment

10% of clients had
some minor
discomforts after
massage

First known
study to look
at sideeffect rate
due to
massage

Most subjects
were return
clients.

Level 3

Based
at MT
clinic

23% of clients had
“positive” sideeffects.
No major sideeffects were
encountered

Possible selection
bias due to
convenience
sample used.
Relatively small
sample size
Focus is only on
one MT session.
Clinic providers
are students, so
clientele may
differ and the
massage itself
may differ.
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Authors/
Publication
year
Chen, Lin,
Yeh,
Chiang, Fu
& Hsieh
(2013)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Determine whether
back massage can
decrease anxiety,
discomfort, and
suffering for CHF
patients

Quasiexperimental

N=64
with
convenience
sampling

Tools used:
1 Modified State Anxiety
Inventory
2. Visual analog scale for
discomfort
Physiological parameters were
also measured: BP, HR, RR, and
oxygen saturation
Conducted on 2 cardiac units
in one Taiwan hospital.
Daily massage initiated 3-days
post- hospitalization for 10
min. on 3 consecutive days.

Cutshall,
Wentowort
h, Engen,
Sundt,
Kelly &
Bauer
(2010)

Determine
differences in pain,
anxiety, tension, &
pt. satisfaction in
massage pts

RCT

N=58

Consistent technique used
with pt. sitting up
Intervention group received on
20-minute MT session
between POD2 and POD5.
Control group received 20 min
quiet time for one session over
the same period.
Tools:
Linear Analogue SelfAssessment Scores for anxiety,
tension, pain and satisfaction
Certified MT used with a 1-5
minute assessment prior to
massage

Strengths

Limitations

Level of
Evidence

Massage pts
experienced less
anxiety and
discomfort when
compared to premassage state.

Risk of
experimenter
effect as the same
person did both
intervention and
data collection.

Level 3

O2 saturation levels
showed significant
improvement

No control group
Limited to pts
who are quite
seriously ill with
CHF

BP, HR, and RR were
also significantly
decreased after 3
days of back
massage.
Statistical
improvement seen
for anxiety, tension,
and pain in the MT
group when
compared to the
control group.
No major hurdles
identified for
massage delivery
except when pt.
was involved in
other therapies or
patient sleep.

Randomization

Small sample size.
CV patients only,
so application to
other pt. pops. is
limited.
Reliance on pt.
report
Control group
results may be
affected by
disappointment in
not being part of
the massage
group
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Authors/Publication
year

Purpose

Design

Sample

Drackley, Degnim,
Jakub, Cutshall,
Thomley,
Bordt…Boughly (2012)

Evaluate the effect of
the MT on pain,
anxiety and wellbeing in post
mastectomy patients

Quasiexperimental

N=33

Data Collection
and
Measurement

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Outcomes showed
pts reported
decreases in pain,
anxiety, and
tension, plus incr.
relaxation
immediately after
massage.

Individualized
intervention
for the
subjects,
including
duration- with
mean duration
of tx of 23 min
(range 8-45
min)

Only 33 of 46
patients returned
the post massage
survey.

Pts reported that
massage is very or
somewhat effective
in relief of stress,
pain, and relaxation.
Nurses reported no
disruption to pt.
care.
Dreyer, Cutshall,
Huebner, Foss, Lovely,
Bauer & Cima (2015)

To evaluate post-op
massage for
abdominal colorectal
surg. pts.

RCT

N=127
Massage
intervention
(n=61) vs.
social visit
and
relaxation
(control
n=66)

20 min massage
or relaxation
session provided
on POD 2 & 3.
Vital signs &
measures of
pain, tension,
anxiety,
relaxation, and
satisfaction
(using numeric
rating scales)
were taken
before and after
the
intervention.

On both post-op
days 2 & 3, pts. in
the massage group
had less pain,
anxiety & tension,
with improved
relaxation as well.
The control group
had variable
degrees of positives
as well, but this was
significantly smaller
than for the
massage group.

Individualized
therapy

Similar effects were
seen in the two
groups for the
assessed vital signs
as well.

The study
resulted in
practice
changes

Small sample
size.
Nonrandomization
Possibly bias
from brochure
presented prior
and/or the
therapist, who
also collected
outcome
measures.
219 of 344
declined to
participate

Randomization
Good power
with large
sample size
Massage was
provided by
one massage
therapist with
special training

Level of
Evidenc
e
Level 3

Unable to mask
the pts.
Inconsistent
scheduling
Not all
participants could
be enrolled in the
intervention each
day
Specific to
colorectal surg.
pts. at one care
center

Level 2
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Authors/
Publication
year
Falkensteiner,
Mantovan,
Muller &
Them (2011)

Field,
HernandezReif, Diego &
Fraser (2007)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Level of
Evidence

Explore to what
extent massage
tx. can help
reduce pain,
anxiety, &
depression.

Systematic
review &
literature
analysis

6 studies (3
RCTs, 2
Observation
al & 1 quasiexperimenta
l)

N=1,558 Total pts.
among the 6 studies

Pain reduction found
statistically significant in 4
of 5 studies. MT can
reduce pain up to 18hours post- interventions.
Strong evidence found to
support improvement of
mood with MT in the two
studies that analyzed that.
None of the six studies
found negative effects.
Anxiety perception
reduced in general after
massage.
Mood improved after the
first session & by the end
of study.

Initial 20
articles were
found using
inclusion
and
exclusion
criteria. Final
selection by
two
separate
people using
two
different
tools
70% power

Both
randomized
&nonrandomized
studies were
included

Level 2

Evaluate
massage vs
relaxation on
chronic low
back pain.

Randomized
between group
(RCT)

N=30

Intervention: full body or
partial massage

Massage group received
2-30 min sessions per wk
for 5 wks by massage
therapists. Consistent
techniques were used
for the intervention.
Control group conducted
30 min. relaxation tx.
session, 2x per week for
5 weeks.
Assessments were made
before and after the 1st &
last sessions.
Tools used: Profile of
Mood States Depression
Scale, State Anxiety
Inventory, & Visual
Analog Scale + ROM
measurements and
Verran &SnyderHalperin Sleep Scale

Pain decreased for the
first, second, and last
sessions.
State anxiety decreased
for both the first & last
days.
Trunk flexion also
increased for both days.
Decreased sleep
disturbance was seen
throughout the study and
at end of study.
Pain & depression also
improved

Specific for
oncological
palliative care
pts.

Ensuring that
control subjects
actually
performed
muscle
relaxation.
Small sample
size.
Lack of longterm follow- up

Level 2
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Authors/
Publication
year
Kaye, Kaye,
Swinford,
Baluch,
Bawcom,
Lambert,&
Hoover
(2008)
Liu, Qi, Li,
Wang,
Yang, Li…
Cong
(2015)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Level of
Evidence

Describe the effects
of deep massage on
blood pressure
parameters.

QuasiExperimental

N=263

BP & heart rate was
measured prior to &
post- massage.

Average SBP reduction of
10.4 mmHg, DBP decrease
of 5.3mmHg & MAP
reduction by 7.0 mmHg.

Large sample
size

Lack of
randomization

Level 3

Mehling,
Jacobs,
Acree,
Wilson,
Bostrom,
West….
Hecht
(2007)

Assess the effect of
massage and
acupuncture vs
usual care in postop cancer pts.

Inform about the
latest in massage
therapy

Review

RCT

NA

N=128

Massage duration
varied between 4560 Minutes.
NA

Interventions given
on POD 1&2 by 2
MT’s and 2
acupuncturists.
Control group
received usual care

HR reduction indicated an
average of 10.8 mmHg
Massage may achieve
relief in a variety of ways.
Key to the benefit of
massage is the methods
used by the therapist
Use of bedside massage &
acupuncture resulted in
less pain and less
depressed mood in the
intervention group when
compared to the control
group.
Secondary out comes (i.e.
nausea, vomiting, mood)
varied only with
depression.
Cost of health care did not
differ between the 2
groups, except reduction
in sleep /anxiety meds.

Potential influence of
stress/pain.

Use of recent
studies

The method of the
review is not given.

Level 7

Randomization
.

Timing, duration, &
sequence of the
interventions varied.
Used 2 different tx.
together- difficult to
isolate the effects.
Difference in use of
sleep & anti- anxiety
meds between the
groups. Time
between
intervention and
assessment varied by
12 hours.
“Floor effect” caused
by pre- existing
excellence.
Subjects were largely
Caucasian and welleducated.
Pt expectations
before intervention
were not considered.

Level 2

Good power
with adequate
sample size.
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Authors/
Publication
year
Mitchin son,
Kim,
Rosenberg,
Geisser, Kirsh,
Cikrit &
Hinshaw
(2007)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Level of
Evidence

Teste the
hypothesis that MT
improves pain
management &
anxiety postoperatively

RCT

N=605

Pts assigned randomly to
one of 3 groups:
1. routine care (as
control)
2. 20 minutes of
individualized
attention from an MT
without massage
3. 20-minute back
massage

Compared to the
controls the massage
group had shortterm decreases in
pain intensity, pain
unpleasantness
&anxiety.

Randomization

Most subjects
were elderly
men.

Level 2

Duration of study was
each eve up to 5 post-op
days.
Measurements:
Long &short- term pain
intensity, pain
unpleasantness, & anxiety
using visual analog scales

Moyer,
Seefeldt,
Mann &
jackley (2011)

Examine the
possible effect of
MT on cortisol
levels through
review of literature

Review and
analysis of
RCTs

19
studies

Original 173 articles were
subjected to inclusion and
exclusion criteria to reduce
to the 19 studies used

Meyers,
Walton &
Small (2008)

Review of literature
to find what value
there is for using
MT in caring for
patients with
cancer.

Review of
studies
involving
Swedish
massage,
aromatherapy
massage,
reflexology, &
acupressure.

24 total
studies17
dealing
with
massage

Collective results suggest
benefit in control of anxiety
& pain with MT.
Most studies had no
rationale for number or
length of massage sessions.
Appropriate control groups
are hard to define.

Large sample
size

Potentially selfselection bias
for those not
wanting to be
touched.

The massage group
also had a faster
decrease of pain
intensity &
unpleasantness
during the first 4
post- op days.
No difference in longterm anxiety, length
of stay, opiate use, or
complications
between the 3
groups.
A reduction in serum
cortisol post- MT is
not supported by the
results- the effect is
very small and not
significant
statistically.

Interventions
were not
individualized
for dose
response.

Randomization
was used in all
the studies
analyzed

Not all studies
contained
randomization

Limited number
of studies

Level 1

Level 5
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Authors/
Publication
year
Nerbass,
Feltrim,
Souza,
Ykeda &
LorenziFinho
(2010)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Level of
Evidence

Evaluate if
MT is
effective to
improve sleep
quality in
cardiac artery
bypass
surgery pts.

RCT

N=40

Randomization of the massage
group and the control group
occurred following transfer
from the ICU (Day 0).

The MT group experienced
less fatigue on days 1 & 2
when compared to the
control group.

Randomization
.

Higher BMI in
the control
group.

Level 2

The subjects were studied on 3
successive mornings following
the intervention or nonintervention the previous eves.

The MT group also
reported better sleep all
three of the days studied.

3 Tools were used preoperatively y for baseline data:
Epworth Sleepiness Scale,
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index,
Berlin Questionnaire.

Both groups
had similar
characteristics.

Comfort level of the MT
students was found to be
superior.

Incidence of
sleep disorder
breathing was
not
investigated.
Fairly small
sample size.

A visual analog scale was
utilized for rating of pain and
fatigue.

Piotrowski,
Paterson,
Michinson,
Kim, Kirsh
& Hinshaw
(2003)

Test the
hypothesis
that massage
provided by
nursing staff
in conjunction
with opioid
use is more
effective than
opioids alone.

Prospective
RCT

N=202
Randomized
to one of 3
groups:
routine care
(n=55),
focused
attention
(n=66), or
massage
(n=81)

Intervention was 10 min.
duration twice per day.
Data collected from 24 hrs.
post- surgery up to Day 7 or
discharge.
Visual analog scales used for
pain intensity &
unpleasantness.
Data on opioid use was
collected each day.
Pt satisfaction questionnaire
was completed after
participation.

Method used
was selfreporting the
participants.

Initial reported levels of
pain were similar among
the 3 groups, with declines
over the seven days
significantly improved in
the 2 intervention groups
when compared to the
controls. However, these
again equalized by Day 6.
Opioid use did not change
significantly amongst the
groups.
Massage helped most with
pain unpleasantness,
showing rapid decline from
Day 1 through Day 4.

Randomization

Pts were
excluded after
5 days stay in
ICU
Underpowered
Timing of the
intervention
may not have
been optimal

Level 2
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Authors/
Publication
year
PortilloSoto,
Eberman,
Demchak&
Peebles
(2014)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Level of
Evidence

Compare
effects of
instrumentassisted soft
tissue
mobilization
and MT on
blood flow in
the calf
muscle

Singleblinded,
prospective
longitudina
l control

N=28

Control was the
untreated leg of each
participant.
Tx Included two separate
10-mintues sessions
using either massage or
Graston Technique
(instrument- assisted
massage)

The massaged
leg showed
significant
difference when
compared with
the Graston
Technique and
with the two
groups of
controls.

Very controlled
conditions

Skin temp is an
indirect measure of
peripheral blood
flow.

Level 2

It is likely that
adverse events
from MT are
rare, but it is not
an entirely riskfree therapy.

Large number
of articles in
the review.

Controls came
from the same
participants

Depth of tissue
changes could not
be measured.

Skin temp was measured
before tx & every 5 min
after treatment for a
total of 1 hour
Posadzki&Er
nst
(2013)

Update the
evaluation of
MT safety

Systematic
review of
cases

2,744 articles through
the initial searches.
Narrowed to N=18 as
many were duplicates
and some were
excluded using criteria

Long time
period studied

Potential
incompleteness of
the data
Variable quality of
the data
Multiple exclusions
Unable to
determine
incidence of
adverse events

Level 5
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Authors/
Publication
year
Russell,
Sumler,
Beinhorn &
Frenkel
(2008)

Seffon,
Yarar,
Berry &
Pascoe
(2010)

Stringer,
Swindell&
Dennis
(2008)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Data Collection and
Measurement

Findings

Review update
of findings for
use of massage
in caring for
cancer patients

Review of
RCTs

14
studies

Review of the studies

Generally, the use of
massage in treating cancer
patients has “potential to
address the critical need of
pts. With cancer for human
to human touch”

Determine
effect of
massage on
peripheral blood
flow.

Show whether
20-minute
massage
sessions were
safe & effective
for reducing
stress in
hematologicaloncology pts. as
evidenced by
cortisol &
prolactin levels

Repeat
measures
randomized
cross-over
experimental

RCT with
three groups
(massage,
aromatherapy, and
control)

N=17

N=39

Provision of one 20minutes neck & shoulders
massage. Three
conditions (control, lighttouch, and massage) were
studied in each subject on
successive days.
Dynamic Infrared
thermography (DIRT) was
used pre-tx immediately
post- tx. and 15, 30, 45 &
60 min post-tx.
20 min. sessions with
follow up each half-hour
for 2 hours and at 24
hours.
Blood was drawn for
baseline, at end of
intervention, and every
half-hour for 2 hours.
Outcome measures:
cortisol & prolactin levels,
the European Org. for
Research and Tx of Cancer
tool, interviews.

Further research is needed
with larger sample sizes
MT showed significantly
higher skin temps when
compared to both the LT &
control groups.

Strengths

Only the massage group
show significant reduction in
prolactin levels.

Level of
Evidence

Multiple limits
throughout the
reviewed studies.

Level 1

Fairly small
number of studies

Increased
statistical
power due to
the crossover
design

Small sample size

Individualized
therapy.

Underpowered
due to small
sample size.
Only light
massage
techniques were
used.
High rate of
exclusion.
Potential for bias
due to
disappointment in
not being selected
to receive
massage.

Both areas receiving the MT
and also adjacent areas
showed increased skin
temp/blood flow.

The massage & aroma
therapy groups showed
significantly greater
reduction is cortisol levels.

Limitations

Massage was
performed by a
single
practitioner
Sessions began
at the same
time
Block
randomization

Level 2

Heat transfer
possible that
would interfere
with results
DIRT is an indirect
measurement of
peripheral blood
flow

Level 2
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Authors/Public
ation year
Westworth,
Briese, Timini,
Sanvick, Bartel,
Cutshall…
Bauer (2009)

Purpose

Design

Sample

Assess the effects of a 20 min
massage on pain, anxiety,
tension & patient satisfaction
in pts who are to undergo
invasive cardiovascular
procedures

RCT

N=130

Data Collection and
Measurement
Groups were divided
into massage vs routine
care.
VAS used for pt. verbal
report of pain, tension
anxiety, and
satisfaction.
Baseline data
determined
immediately prior to
MT or 20 minutes of
relaxation time with
follow up obtained,
within 5 min postintervention.

Findings

Strengths

Limitations

Pts. who were in the
TM group showed
significant decrease
in pain, tension, and
anxiety in
comparing their
post- MT data with
pre-MT data.

Adequate
power

Non- blinded.

There were no
significant changes
in the control
group.
Patient satisfaction
was also found to
be significantly
better in the MT
group.

Randomization

Specific to pts.
preparing for
invasive CV
procedures

Level of
Evidence
Level 2
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APPENDIX B:

THE USE OF MASSAGE AS AN ADJUVANT NURSING INTERVENTION FOR COMFORT
Bradley R. Lind, RN, BSN, Masters degree student- Nurse Educator Track Department of Nursing, University
of North Dakota

Introduction
• Since the time of Florence Nightingale, nurses have been trained to give
massages to address what was seen as a basic need of the patient:
comfort (Westman & Blaisdell, 2016).
• Advances in science and technology resulted in a shift from the comfort
measures provided by massage and other nursing treatments, to greater
dependence upon pain medications in the 20th century (Ruffin, 2011).
• Comfort aspects were minimalized as they were not seen as directly
related to the relief of pain (Peterson & Bredow, 2009).
• There is currently a significant problem with the growth of prescriptive
pain medication use and how the health care providers of today are
dealing with the issues revolving around pain (Buckenmaier et al., 2016).
• The Institute of Medicine report, Future of Nursing: Leading Change,
Advancing Health (2011), advocated for nurses to help lead the way in
bringing more quality to practice environments.
• There has also been growing interest in more holistic approaches to
health maintenance on the part of the public (Liu et al., 2015).

Conclusions

Results
Physiologic Effects of Massage (Positive intervening variables)
• Cellular level effects (Liu et al, 2015)
• Increased local blood flow (Portillo-Soto et al., 2014; Sefton et al., 2010)
• Improved vital signs (Chen et al., 2013; Kaye et al., 2008)
• Hormonal effect variable (Moyer et al., 2011; Stringer et al., 2008)

Massage for Cardio-Thoracic Surgical Patients
• Numerous studies have been conducted recently that provide for a body of
evidence that supports the positive effects of massage on comfort aspects,
such as pain, anxiety, tension, and sleep (negative intervening variables)
(Braun et al., 2012; Cutshall et al., 2010; Bauer et al., 2010; Mitchinson et al.,
2007; Piotrowski et al, 2003; Nerbass et al., 2010).
• Only one study (Albert et al., 2009) found no improvement in the categories of
discomfort, but this study was conducted using strict protocols and thus lacked
individualization of the intervention.

Theoretical Model: Comfort
Theory

• While there are gaps in the research, it is apparent, based on the
strength of evidence, that massage does have a place as an adjunct
therapy for promoting comfort.
• Therefore, education is essential in providing instruction on the
importance of this modality.
• Nurses can successfully resume their role as regular practitioners of
massage. If given the encouragement and support of health care
employers, a re-shifting of priorities is possible.

Potential Negative Side-Effects of Massage
Very few negative effects were found in a recent systematic review of four
electronic databases that covered over 10 years.

• Institutions that employ nurses could realize a benefit as a result of
better overall patient satisfaction once discomfort is dealt with more
holistically.

Summary of the Evidence
Level of Evidence
I

• Among the myriad of CAM treatments, massage has become one that is
popular and preferred by many (Lindgren, Jacobsson & Lamas, 2014).
• Traditional modalities may be welcomed back into this new health care
environment if their effectiveness can be substantiated.

• The educational module is intended to bring forth the research on
massage conducted in the past 10-15 years. It is appropriately placed
within the context of Kolcaba’s Theory of Comfort.

Massage as Adjunct Pain Control
Used effectively in focused populations:
• Thoracic surgery patients
• Invasive cardiovascular procedure patients (Wentworth et al., 2009)
• Post-colorectal surgery (Dreyer et al., 2015)
• Post-mastectomy (Drackley et al., 2012).
• Low-back pain (Field et al., 2007)
• Cancer care (Mehling et al., 2007; Myers et al., 2008; Russell et al.,
2008; Falkensteiner et al., 2011).
• The elderly

Research design
No. of each
Systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs2

II

ASSUMPTIONS
•Humans respond holistically to stimuli.
•Comfort is a desired outcome that is relevant to nursing practice.

• Part of the support, however, must come from nursing educators as
well. Schools of nursing should once again provide hands-on instruction
on the provision of basic massage techniques if they are not already
doing so. Continuing staff nurse education should also be made available
to those who are already in practice.

One or more randomized controlled trials

15

III

Non-randomized, quasi-experimental study 4

IV

Case control study or Cohort study

• Once the nurses of today are better informed and supported
adequately, the public will be able to judge for itself what a valuable
intervention massage can be.

0

•Humans try to satisfy their comfort needs whenever possible.

V

Systematic review of descriptive & qualitative

studies

Purpose and Methods
• Since many currently practicing nurses began their careers in the era of
high-technology, there may be a significant number who do not closely
identify with the role of the nurse in the provision of massage.
• Caring for the comfort needs of the patient is often not the focus of nurse
education that is heavily focused on technical competence, so students
often need to learn how to use themselves as tools for comfort (Benner,
Sutphen, Leonard & Day, 2010, pp. 180-181).
• Therefore, the purpose of this project was to develop an evidence-based
educational seminar in order to encourage nurses to integrate massage
and other comfort measures back into their practice.
• The goals of the seminar are to illuminate the concept of patient comfort
in general, to specifically provide current evidence as to the efficacy of
massage to comfort patients, and to support the rationale for integrating
this technique back into nursing practice.
• It is hoped that nursing programs that do not currently provide at least
basic instruction on massage may be moved to do so soon. Providing an
organized presentation of the background data from studies involving
massage may supply some impetus for this movement.
• Through feedback from current students, alumni, and faculty members,
programs of nursing may well choose to change their curriculum so as to
address massage as a promising part in the promotion of patient comfort.
• Methodology: An extensive literature search was conducted to provide
further evidence of massage as a partner in providing improved comfort to
patients. Kolcaba’s Theory of Comfort (Kolcaba, 1994; Kolcaba, 2001;
Kolcaba & Kolcaba, 1991) was used as a basis for this research and the
development of an educational module.

PROPOSITIONS (SEE DIAGRAM AT RIGHT)
1. Nurses identify the unmet comfort needs of the patient.
2. Nurses design interventions that are appropriate to the patient
needs.
3. Intervening variables are considered and reasonable goals mutually
agreed upon.
4. After attaining a comfort state, patients are encouraged to pursue
health-seeking behaviors.
5. When patients use health-seeking behaviors, there is greater
satisfaction in both the nurse and the patients.
6. Institutional integrity is enhanced when patients are satisfied with
their care.

VI
VII

Descriptive study or Qualitative study
Expert opinion

0
1

Melnyk & Fineout-Overholt (2011)

#1

#2

References

#3
#4

#6

Available upon request by contacting Bradley.lind@ndus.edu

TWO DIMENSIONS OF TAXONOMIC STRUCTURE OF COMFORT
Three classes of comfort
1. Ease- the state of being content
2. Relief- the state of a need being addressed/met (post- intervention)
3. Transcendence- the state where the individual “rises above problems or pain”
(with improvement in health seeking behaviors)
Four context areas
1. Physical- bodily sensations
2. Psychospiritual- internal awareness, including self-esteem, meaning in life,
relationship to a higher force, sexuality, etc.
3. Environmental- sensations arising from outside the body, such as
temperature, noise, light, etc.
4. Social- interpersonal relationships, including family and cultural relationships
Kolcaba (1994; 2001); Kolcaba & Kolcaba (1991)
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